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NSU defeated the University of Miami in the annual
Collegiate Real Estate Challenge
on April 8.
The competition, sponsored
by the South Florida Chapter of
NAIOP Commercial Real Estate

Development Association and
the Flagler Development Group,
included a team of eight real
estate development graduate
students from each university.
Each team created a strategy for
the best way to use 8.5 acres
of land located in Downtown
Miami. NAIOP provided access
to industry professionals such as

architectural and planning firms,
financial development resources,
and construction firms.
“This challenge is a fantastic opportunity to combine
the world of academics with the
business world,” said Jose Hevia,
president and chief executive of
the Flagler Development Group.
“The students are faced with an
SEE REAL ESTATE 3

Safety Always Comes First
KEREN MOROS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Crime never sleeps, especially on college campuses.
Recently, flyers posted around
campus told NSU students about
an alleged assault and hit-andrun on campus. With national
campus shootings and the
murder of Florida International
University student, Kendall Berry
on its campus, students are more
Courtesy of www.advanceddigital.com
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Walk to Raise Awareness of Autism
BRIDGET FARRELL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

NSU, in recognition of
autism awareness month, hosted
the Broward Walk Now for Autism
Speaks on the Alvin Sherman
Library green last Saturday. The
one-mile walk raised $239,987 for
Autism Speaks, the nation’s largest
autism science and advocacy
organization.
Approximately 7,000 people
participated in the walk. This

included 358 NSU students,
faculty, and staff who walked for
Team NSU — surpassing their
recruitment goal of 250 and raising
over $13,098.
Heidi Colston, assistant to
the director of the office of student
disability services said that she was
happy to see so many students get
involved. “It’s really heartwarming
to see college student with such a
love for children,” she said.
Camille Wright, coordinator
of campus relations, Aparna Saini,

career adviser, and Casey Zagaria,
Ed.D., Organizational Leadership,
joined Team NSU for the walk.
Saini, a graduate student in the
College Student Affairs program,
said, “I think that Autism research
has come so far yet has miles to
go. And I hope that supporting
this walk can help the research
continue for the sake of all the
families affected by Autism.”
Some students are showing
their support for friends who work
with autistic students on campus.
SEE AUTISM 2
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Some participants carried signs that
identified their inspiration for walking
or conveyed a message they felt was
important about Autism.

The
Gallup
Survey:
the Results
Are In
ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR

NSU received the results
of the Gallup survey students,
faculty and staff took in
November. The student survey
showed an increase from last
year in engagement, loyalty and
attachment.
The survey, which was
developed three years ago to
assess engagement and NSU
pride among its community,
asked about the likeliness students would recommend the
school, would remain active
after graduation and about communication with administration.
“I think it is a good way
to get to know people’s opinion
in general,” said Magela Pons,
freshman biology major.
This year’s student survey
had a 14 percent return rate, while
77 percent of employees   completed the survey.
Brittney Lamb, senior biology major, said, “I don’t think
students take it seriously. They’ll
complain about everything, but
won’t take a survey to make
it change.”
Communication among the
different departments, colleges
and students received the lowest
score in the student survey.
The highest rated subjects
were campus involvement (50
percent) and likeliness to
SEE GALLUP 5
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AUTISM from 1

Zagaria said that she participated
because of her friends that dedicate
their lives to working with autistic
students.  “They’re very inspiring
to me because they are living
proof that it’s not about how much
money you make, but loving what
you do and making a difference
that defines success,” she said.
“I do a lot of philanthropic work
so I’m always trying to drive this
concept home.”
NSU’s commitment to
autism reflects the need for
awareness.In 2007, the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention
estimated that 1 to 1.5 million
Americans live with an autism
spectrum disorder. Autism spectrum disorder is a complex
developmental disability that
affects verbal and non-verbal communication, social interactions,
and leisure or play activities.
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Members of the Pembroke Pines Elementary School team join hands as they make
strides for Autism Awareness.

The 4th Annual
Student Leadership
Awards Banquet
ALEJANDRINA LARA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last Friday, the Office of
Student Leadership and Civic
Engagement hosted their 4th Annual Student Leadership Awards
Banquet honoring individuals and
organizations on campus for their
commitment to the NSU campus
community.
“This is the first year
that the banquet was run by an
undergraduate student,” said Heidi
Hassel, assistant director of the
Office of Student Leadership and
Civic Engagement. “Jessica Helsel
and others have put forth a lot of
hard work into planning everything
for the banquet this year.”
The Annual Student Leadership Banquet is a celebration of
those who have made a difference
in the lives of individuals, student
organizations and the NSU community. 21 awards were given to
individuals for their commitment
and influence in making NSU a
special community to belong to.
The banquet’s theme was
a masquerade. As they signed in,
all nominees were given a mask
because they have unmasked their
leadership potential in some way
this year.
“The banquet is similar
to the Academy Awards,” said
Helsel. The attendance goal
was 140 people, but many more
attended this event.  “Our goal is
to motivate other students into
getting involved, and recognize
student leaders for the success
they’ve done this past year,” said
Helsel.
Helsel said that the three
best awards are Senior of the Year,
Unsung Hero of the Year and the
NSU Spirit Award.  These awards
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recognize elite individuals who
have stood out from the crowd.
Individuals who have impacted
the culture of NSU’s students,
faculty, and staff. “The winners of
these awards have left a legacy on
campus,” said Helsel.
Victoria Lafferty won Senior
of the Year, Joann Liria won Unsung Hero of the Year, and Megan
Kim won the NSU Spirit Award.
“It is a great feeling to be recognized for all of the hard-work I
have put forth this year,” said Liria,
senior legal studies major. “It’s like
the grand finale of my year.” Liria,
this year’s unsung hero, is involved
in many organizations, such as
Delta Phi Epsilon and SGA, which
have made an impact on campus.
Through these organizations, she
has contributed over 90 hours of
community service, and has raised
over $4,000 for charity.
Lambda Theta Alpha, Latin
Sorority, Inc., were recognized the

most by receiving three awards –
Event of the Year, Service Project
of the Year and the Service Cup
Award. “This banquet helped all
of our dedication pay off,” said
Lorena Cabrera, sophomore psychology major and president
of Lambda Theta Alpha, Latin
Sorority, Inc. “It let us know
our efforts were recognized and
made a difference in the entire
community.”
“This is a really nice event
for all student leaders to come
together as a NSU community
and be honored for what they have
achieved throughout the year,”
said Anthony Campenni, president
of SGA. “I would love to see it
continue in the years to come.”
The Office of Student
Leadership and Civic Engagement
looks forward to collaborating with
campus leaders as they continue
to demonstrate their leadership
potential in the years to come.
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Jessica Helsel, sophomore psychology major, distributes awards to a student for his
hard work.
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invaluable opportunity to work
in a real world project alongside
well respected individuals in
their professions.”
The NSU team consisted of
Jessica Joly, Kelli Nelson, Monica
Hands, Benjamin I. Boies, Jared
Chassen, Robert Knuth, and
Walter Ojeda. They proposed
using the land to relocate three
misplaced Miami Dade County
facilities from the Medical
District to the Government

District. The UM team proposed
a merchandise market offering
a one-stop wholesale center to
unite international business.
The winner was selected based
on written proposal score, oral
presentation score, and audience voting.
Jessica Joly, leader of the
NSU team and a third term real
estate graduate student said,
“This challenge has equipped
us with a real perspective of the

business world, great networking
opportunities, and a priceless
experience that will ripple in
our careers.”
The NSU team received a
traveling trophy and a one-year
membership to NAIOP. This was
the first time the South Florida
chapter of NAIOP participated in
the nationwide competition. Only
universities offering a master’s in
Real Estate Development were
eligible to compete.  

PUBLIC SAFETY from 1

concerned than ever about how
they are alerted about campus
crime and emergencies such as
shootings, fires and other crises.
Junior marketing major
Melissa Edouard said that when
she first saw the flyers about
the assault and hit-and-run, she
thought they were a joke. “I don’t
know if there could have been a
more effective way [of alerting
students of the crime],” she said.
“If they did it by phone it would
be a lot easier.”
Karim Foster, senior biology
major, thought that the flyers were
effective. “[They] put it at the
entrance of every building that
people have to go into,” he said.
“I’m sure pretty much everybody
saw it, so I think what they did
was good enough.”
Jim Lambe, assistant director of communications at
Public Safety, said that NSU
uses students’ e-mail addresses
to inform them of campus
emergencies, not crime. Lambe
also said that NSU alerts students

Courtesy of www.newsobserver.com

of emergencies via cell phone
if their number is registered in
WebSTAR. “This is why it is so
important for students to review
their Emergency Notification
Numbers registered in WebSTAR
— not to be confused with their
Emergency Contact Numbers,”
he said.
NSU uses more than one
way of communicating with
students in case one method
fails. “Even if your phone is
off in class,” Lambe said, “you
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would have already been alerted
by the classroom intercom
announcement, outdoor public
address system or by the building
alarm or a Public Safety officer
on site.”
Unlike NSU, which relies
primarily on flyers to notify
students about crime, other
schools use text messages and emails to warn students of crime
on campus, not just emergencies.
Barry University uses e-mail, a
crime blog, and text messages
to alert students about crime and
emergencies. The University of
Miami sends crime alerts through
their university e-mail, Web sites
and flyers. Students do not need
to sign up for e-mail alerts, but
do have to register their phone
numbers and to be alerted through
cell phone text.
For more information on
Public Safety, visit www.nova.
edu/cwis/pubsafety. To update
your emergency contact information, log in to http://webstar.
nova.edu.

And the Winners are...
LAUREN AURIGEMMA
CHIEF OF VISUAL DESIGN/
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Instead of movies and
actors, NSU recognizes students,
staff and faculty at their Oscarlike event called the STUEYS,
the Student Life Achievement
Awards. The STUEYS are an
annual event that celebrates the
best in scholarship, leader-ship,
involvement, service, commitment, integrity, and responsibility.  Initially created by Dean
Brad Williams, Ed.D., to recognize

those in the NSU community
who have gone above and
beyond in their areas of interest
or expertise, the STUEYS have
become a university tradition.
The winners of the STUEYS
were announced on April 20th at
a black tie event in the Rose and
Alfred Miniaci Theatre. With 14
categories including student of the
year, undergraduate organization
of the year, alumni of the year and
administrator of the year, it is an
honor for anyone to be nominated.
Congratulations to the winners!

Undergraduate Organization of
the Year:

Lambda Theta Alpha

Corporate Partner of
the Year:

ANF Group, Inc

Male Athlete of the Year:

Craig Heenighan

Graduate Organization of the
Year:
Student Government of the
Year:

Ethnic Minority Association of
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Student Government
Association

Co-Curricular Adviser of the
Year:

Sharon Siegel, D.D.S.

SEC Student of the Year:

Edward Alvarez

Staff Person of the Year:

Karen Gruenstrass

Female Athlete of the Year:

Abbie Tepe

Administrator of the Year:

Michael Mominey

Professor of the Year:

Lori B. Dribin, Ph.D.

Alumni of the Year:

Tamara D. Henson, M.B.A.

Executive of the Year:

Wren S. Newman, SLP.D.

Student of the Year – Overall:

Ryan Galka

GALLUP from 1

recommend the school (44.1
percent).
Terry Morrow, director of
Student Leadership and Civic
Engagement, said every year each
department develops a one-year
commitment plan to address the

concerns raised by the students.
NSU’s three-year contract
with Gallup expired this year.
The university will not renew
the contract. Morrow said the
university will instead develop
its own surveys.

“It would be interesting
to find out what makes that 44
percent want to recommend
the school. It would also be
interesting to know what was
the experience of the other 56
percent,” said Morrow.

Other Gallup Student Survey Results
Questions

Write a Letter to the Editor
Want to say something about what you have read?
Do you have an idea that you think would be
great in The Current?
Then send a Letter to the Editor
at nsunews@nova.edu.

Percent of students
who agreed:

Percent of students
who disagreed:

Feel proud

43.2%

3.3%

Always delivers on promises

25.5%

6.1%

Excellent value

21.3%

11.5%

Students can always freely share their views
with the administration

30.2%

7.4%

Students can always freely share their views
with the faculty

34.4%

4.7%

I feel a strong sense of belonging.

21.8%

7.6%

Faculty at this school inspire me to do much
more than I thought I could.

32.1%

5%

I have the opportunity to apply what I learn in
class to a practical setting.

44.6%

2.8%

My education here significantly increases my
chancces of getting a better job.

42.4%

3.9%

I trust the current administration to turn this into
a world-class institution.

32.5%

Cares a great deal about my personal safety

39.3%

6.9%

2.8%
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Changing Names on Facebook
ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR

Just like Prince changed
his name to    (and then back to
Prince), many students around the
country are changing their names
on Facebook. They are doing so to
avoid future employers looking at
their profiles before hiring them.
To hide pictures and
other content that might affect
the employers’ decision, some
students replace their last name
with their middle name or
use a nickname that would be
recognized only by friends.
“People add two crazy
middle names or something so
it’s hard to search for them,” said
Christopher Medeiros, freshman
business administration major.
Regardless of what is on the
Web, employers may look online
before hiring to see a potential
job candidate’s social life or
behavior.
Diane Klein, assistant director of internships in the Office
of Career Development, said,
“Employers want to say ‘no’
before they want to say ‘yes’.
When they do these searches,
they are looking for a reason to
cut you out.”
Some students believe employers have the right to look at
the profiles of the people who
will work for their companies and

Courtesy of www.geekologie.com

A fake Facebook profile of Microsoft founder, Bill Gates. Students are changing their names on online profiles to hide information that
might be damaging during the interview process.

get to know them before deciding
whether to hire them.
Medeiros said, “Employers
should be able to see the kind of
person they are employing. It’s
like a background check but not
as intense.”

On the opposite side,
Charmi Patel, sophomore psychology major, said that what
students do on Facebook should
not be used by employers’ to
judge the students.
“It’s a matter of privacy.

These are their personal lives. It’s
not like they’re doing it at work,”
said Patel.
Another downside students
find in companies doing these
searches is that the information is
not always reliable.

O’Neal said, “People create
a different persona on these sites.
For example, I had this friend
who put up a bunch of pictures
to make himself look a certain
way. These sites don’t give you
an accurate depiction of the
way people are 100 percent of
the time.”
While students have different opinions on whether
employers should use the content
of these sites to make their
decisions, they seem to agree
that they would not change their
names to hide information from
employers.
Medeiros said, “I don’t
have anything out there that
would cause employers to judge
me or anything.”
Master O’Neal, sophomore
business administration major,
said, “Facebook is a public way
of communication. If you have
something to hide, Facebook is
not the right place.”
However, Klein recommends students are careful with
the information they put online
even after they have been hired,
not only pictures and status
updates but also comments and
wall postings.
“You have to be very
cautious and make sure your
personal and professional lives
are kept separate,” she said.

World-Renowned Psychologist Explains
How Good People Turn Evil
SAMANTHA HARFENIST
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Psychologist Philip G.,
Zimbardo, Ph.D.,   spoke to
over 500 students, faculty, and
staff   about “The Lucifer Effect:
Understanding How Good People Turn Evil” in the Don Taft
University Center last Thursday.
Zimbardo’s lecture, based
on his novel focused, not only, on
his famous prison experiment at
Stanford University forty years
ago, but also discussed how those
same principles and theories  hold
true today. “The world is full of
good and evil,” said Zimbardo.
“We all have the potential
to be the worst dictator or the
most notable hero.” Throughout
the lecture, Zimbardo talked
about there not being bad people
or “bad apples,” but a bad social
environment, a “bad barrel”.
Assistant Professor of
Psychology Weylin Sternglanz,
Ph.D.,   said that Zimbardo is a
prolific researcher and that his
controversial Stanford Prison
Experiment still resonates   with
students today.   “I vividly remember the first time I saw a
video of the Stanford Prison
Experiment,” said Sternglanz.
“I found it haunting, yet

fascinating.   The video of that
study is one of the reasons I was
drawn to social psychology as an
undergraduate.”
In the Stanford Prison
Experiment, Zimbardo divided
24 of his psychology students
into two groups — prison guards
and prisoners. Zimbardo said
that the student prison guards  
became sadistic and mentally
cruel beyond words. While
the student prisoners became  
rebellious and, at times, violent.
What was planned as a two week
experiment, Zimbardo   canceled
after just six days because of the
students’ extreme behavior.
In his lecture on Thursday,
he compared his experiment to
what occurred at Abu Ghraib  
prison. He showed videos of
both his experiment and what
occurred at Abu Ghraib. Lina  
Fernandez, junior biology major,
said, “I thought the video was
very graphic, but it is what was
needed to be shown. We are too
sheltered and do not get the truth.”
Zimbardo cautioned that power
without oversight is a recipe for
abuse and disaster.
Zimbardo’s lecture was
part of the Farquhar College of
Arts and Sciences’ Distinguished  
Speakers Series. The series brings

Courtesy of www.nytimes.com

Dr. Zimbardo has long asked the question of what makes good people go bad.

notable speakers to campus to
discuss issues related to the
college’s academic theme. This
year’s theme is good and evil. Don
Rosenblum, dean  of the Farquhar
College of Arts and Sciences, said,
“The Distinguished Speakers
series reflects the core missions
of our school, which includes
outstanding learning experiences
for both students and teachers. It

also allows students to hear from
notable people who talk about
classroom theories.” Zimbardo’s
work has already been used in
NSU’s curriculum. Dr. Thomas  P.
Moeschl, a psychology professor
at NSU, said of Zimbardo, “I’ve
used his textbooks numerous
times in my classes and he’s one
of the most prominent lecturing
scientists today. It’s great that

NSU can get venerable speakers
such as him.”
Ending this year’s series,
Lt. General Romeo Dallaire will
speak at graduation on May 16.
The 2009-2010 speakers
also
included
Archbishop
Desmund Tutu. Next year’s
academic theme will be Identity.
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On Campus Housing vs. Off Campus

SERENA MANN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Going away to college
usually means living in a dorm.
But it doesn’t have to. Whether
it’s next month, next semester, or
next year, deciding to live on or
off campus can be overwhelming.
Your home should be your
sanctuary. Here are a few tips to
help you find yours.
Living on Campus
Living on campus is
convenient. You walk to class,
take the shuttle, have a furnished
room, and save on gas. This
option is simple and makes the
resources on campus such as the
RecPlex and the Alvin Sherman
Library more accessible.
“I like living on campus
because I don’t have to worry
about paying bills on time,” said
Jennifer Paul, senior biology
student. “I like that my utilities,
laundry, cable, and a whole
bunch of other stuff are all
included.”
Making friends is also easier when you live on campus

because of the shared student
lounges, swimming pools, and
campus events.
Sonal Shah, an international
business administration graduate
student from India, said that
living on campus made it easy
for her to connect with students.
“I was really on my own at the
beginning, but living on campus I
made so many friends,” she said.
The residence halls also
feature 24 hour security —
making it the choice parents are
usually most comfortable with.
However, there are some
downsides to living on campus
such as the lack of privacy,
quirky and odd roommates, and
less square footage for the price.
Phil Cleland, master’s in
business student and Cultural
Living Center resident, said, “My
roommate is a great guy. But he
doesn’t do dishes. It’s horrible.”
Living off Campus
Increased privacy is a
reason to live off campus. You
can walk around naked, leave the
bathroom door open, and leave
your dirty dishes in the sink. You

can be your own boss.  
“I love having my own
bathroom and my own bed,” said
Michelle Carrion, junior business
management student. “When
I want to study, I can, without
anyone bothering me.”
There are also more housing
options when you live off campus.

You can live poolside, beachfront,
or in a condo downtown. You can
make it more than just a place
to live. You can make it a place
you love coming home to — go
ahead, paint the walls purple,
invite 100 of your closest friends
over, and play beer pong in the

living room. The place is yours.
Enrique Zamudio, master’s
in business, said, “You spend
most of your time on campus,
so I love living off campus. I
have barbecues and call over my
friends all the time. It’s easy.”
However, there are also
some downsides to living off
campus such as increased
expenses, security concerns, and
furnishing the place.
Simara Ayala, master’s
in family therapy and a student
living off campus, said, “I have
a lot of expenses and traveling
to and from campus is difficult. I
don’t have a car.”
Walk to class or fight for
parking. Put up leopard print
wallpaper or your Bob Marley
poster. Wear your birthday suit
or wear your sweat suit. On
campus or off campus, the choice
is yours.
The Office of Residential
Life can provide additional
information about housing options, including a helpful budget
planner at www.nova.edu/reslife.
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NSU Student Ranked
#1 in Nation for
Ballroom Dancing
ALEJANDRINA LARA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After months of hard work
and dedication, September 10,
2009 had finally arrived — the day
of the US Dance Championships.
After warming up and walking
through their routine, it was time
to line up with the other dancers,
and wait their turn.
Suddenly, the announcer
boomed, “Up next, dancing
International Latin Ballroom, is
Michael Neil accompanied by
Lauren Watkins.”
Neil and Watkins looked at
each other, kissed on the cheek,
and gracefully walked onto the
dance floor. Moments later, they
walked off the dance floor as
the 2009 US International Latin
Dance Champions.
Watkins isn’t only a dance
champion. She’s also a junior
double majoring in dance and
communication studies in the
Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences. Watkins and Neil rank
first in the nation and fourth in
the world for ballroom dancing.
“Dancing is a language to
me, and performing is truly like
breathing,” said Watkins.
Watkins, a professional
ballroom dancer, started taking
dance classes such as ballet, jazz,
and tap when she was just two
years old. She grew up dancing
ballet and classical jazz, and has
been competing since the age
of sixteen. She has participated
in so many competitions
worldwide that she can no longer
keep count.
“When we get to a competition and our hard work is
paid off by the reward of winning
or placing well, it’s all worth it,”
said Watkins.   “All of the tears
and hard moments are worth it at
that point.”
Watkins was born and raised
in the small town of Oxford,
North Carolina. Growing up,
she danced for Durham School
of the Arts, and taught ballet and
jazz to 2 - 5-year-old girls.   At
15, she tore her hamstring while
demonstrating a dance move. This
caused Watkins to stop dancing
for about a year, and changed her
dance career forever.
Angela Watkins, Watkins’
mother, said that she pushed her
daughter into ballroom dancing
because she knew how much she
loved to dance. “When she stopped dancing with her company, I
felt as if she lost a little bit of her
joy, which is why I pushed her
to start taking ballroom lessons
— to experience another type of
dance,” she said.
Soon after Watkins took
that first ballroom dance lesson,
she traded her ballet flats for lowheel ballroom shoes. Watkins then
began dancing competitively.

Courtesy of L. Watkins

Lauren Watkins before a ballroom competition.

After just two years of competing,
Dancing With the Stars asked
her to join their first season.
Her parents, however, felt that
Watkins should have the college
experience instead. “I definitely
feel she is right where she needs
to be,” said Watkins’ mother.
Dancing With the Stars also
extended an invitation to Watkins’
dance partner at the time, Tony
Dovolani. He accepted the offer
and is still a part of the show —
dancing with Kate Gosselin this
season. Watkins doesn’t watch
the show, but her mother is an
avid viewer. “My mom always
calls me and talks to me about it,”
said Watkins.
Watkins’ current partner,
Michael Neil, 46, has danced for
31 years. “As dance partners, we
balance one another out,” said
Neil. “When I am anxious or
high strung she always comes out
with her logical calm side to get
me to calm down. When she is
distressed I can usually provide
comic relief for her. I think the
fact that we know each other so
well at this point we know what
to say and what not to say when
situations occur.”
Watkins said that dancing
is like acting because of the
different characters performed in
each dance. Neil said that there’s a
huge difference between Watkins
on and off the dance floor. “I
consider her to be a quirky and
cutesy girl off the dance floor, but
as soon as she steps on the floor
she embodies sexy,” he said. “She
has a very playful, sexy nature to
her on the dance floor. She can
play any part that you ask her to
play. She is a true performer.”

Watkins is passionate, hardworking, and caring. She has
beautiful blonde hair, flawless
skin, and long legs that complement her dance figure. But
Watkins doesn’t think of herself
as sexy. “It’s so weird to hear
people say I’m amazing and
sexy when I’m on the dance floor
because I think of myself as a big
dork,” she said.
Modesty is just a part of
what makes Watkins so genuine
and caring. Another part is how
much she loves to help others.  
Watkins loves working with kids
and volunteers at Dance Town in
Miami. Dance Town is a dance
school that offers all types of
classes taught by experienced
professionals. Watkins has been
volunteering for two years,
teaching four 18-year-olds.
Watkins may be involved
in many different activities,
but she still finds time to study.
She’s a good student and even
studies at competitions if she
has to. “Balancing everything is
not easy,” said Watkins. “But it’s
all about finding those moments
where you can do something for
yourself and stay sane. I have
my breakdowns and complain at
times. But I am very happy and
grateful for everything I have.”
Watkins plans to pursue
a Masters in Dance Therapy so
that she can work with autistic
children and elderly people who
have dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease. She dances six days
a week and goes to school on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. But one
thing is clear — no matter where
Watkins’ life takes her, dance is
sure to follow.
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A Little “Green” G
AMANDA CAZACU
FEATURES EDITOR

Before 1970, people were unaware of their impact on the environment and considered air pollution the smell of prosperity.
Today, 40 years later, hybrid cars and recycling bins are common things associated with the environment, and efforts of
going “green” are emphasized more than ever.
As four billion trees are destroyed globally each year for everyday items like paper and insoles for shoes, recycling and
reducing our waste can make a drastic difference for the earth. Every year Earth Day is celebrated and acknowledged
to remind us of our responsibility to conserve our resources.
So what are you doing to reduce your carbon footprint? Actions like buying environmentally safe
products and separating your plastic bottles and maga-zines from your left over dinner may seem
time consuming, but it’ll be enough to ease the demand for more resources.
A few months ago, the city of Hollywood implemented Recycle-Bank, where a
recycling truck identifies the correct home and account by a unique ID tag placed
on a home’s recycling cart. The program encourages the community to recycle
by rewarding households with points for their efforts. The points can be used
at local and national retailers, restaurants, grocers, and more. Not only do
you reap the benefits, but also help better the earth one plastic bottle at
a time.
Other than recycling, you can go green by taking shorter showers and
fixing any leaks. Be sure to shut off the water while brushing your teeth
and make sure you shut off the water completely after. The Earth might
seem like it has an endless amount of water, but only one percent
of all water on the planet is available for humans, according to
www.epa.gov.
Every morning, open your blinds and let the sun shine
throughout the day and avoid using any artificial light if
possible. For your next class, ride your bike or hitch a ride
with a friend. Take turns carpooling and make your wallet
and the earth happy. When it’s your turn to drive and you
find yourself with an empty gas tank, be sure to top off
in the morning rather than midday. If any of the gasoline
spills, the humidity will soak it up during peak hours and it
will end up in your lungs rather than your car. If you’re
concerned about the air you breathe, then check
out www.airnow.gov for the air quality in your area
each day.
Senior biology major, Jessica Stein does her part
by reusing her shopping bags and recycling on
campus. Since NSU began placing recycling
bins around campus, students like sophomore
accounting major Tim Pierson are recycling. “I
felt inclined to [recycle] since I had to divide my
trash everywhere on campus, I had to do some
research on how to recycle,” he said.
Due to the result of students recycling, NSU
ranked five in the RecycleMania Contest, a
competition between colleges and universities
en-couraging students to recycle on campus.
The winners of the contest had to demonstrate
the greatest achievement in both waste reduction
and recycling.
If you’d like to be a part of the Earth Day festivities,
check out local events like Miami Goin’ Green Earth Day
Festival on April 24 where you can play on a solar powered
Wii or swap clothes with a complete stranger instead of
buying new ones. To get involved on campus, be sure
to recycle and be part of the “green team” through
the environmental law club. Also, don’t forget
to stop by the HPD café on April 22, where
Shark Dining will be using soy-based wax
coated deli paper that is compostable
and biodegradable and serving tasty
food from all around the globe.
This year, make it a priority
rather than an option to
go “green” and watch
the earth become
greener
and
safer each
day.
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Goes a Long Way
Go Green Today
AMANDA CAZACU
FEATURES EDITOR

1.) Skip your daily bubble bath and take a shower instead. A full bathtub requires about
70 gallons of water, but taking a five-minute shower saves water by using 10 to
25 gallons.
2.) Save all your errands for one day to avoid driving too much. Leaving your car
at home twice a week can cut greenhouse gas emissions by 1,600 pounds
per year.
3.) Fix that leak! Leaky faucets can waste thousands of gallons of water
each year. The Earth might seem like it has an endless amount of
water, but only one percent of all water on the planet is available
for humans.
4.) Change your light bulbs. If every American home replaced
just one conventional light bulb with a compact fluorescent
light bulb, it would be possible to save enough energy to
light more than 3 million homes a year.
5.) Reuse your trash before you throw it out. Unless it’s
a banana peel, reuse your shopping bags or plastic
containers from last night’s Chinese take-out before
throwing it out. Use dishes instead of paper plates
as well.
6.) Shut down and turn off any unused electronics. It
will be enough to save energy and money.
7.) Buy refurbished electronics. The next time you’re
looking for a new ipod, go for a refurbished one
that will usually cost 50 percent less than retailed
ones. So you can save money and help reduce the
amount of waste sent to landfills.
8.) Go paperless and save some trees. Consider
reading your newspaper and magazine
subscriptions online. Switch to electronic
banking and credit card payment, too.
9.) Turn your car off if you’re going to be idle
for more than one minute and avoid filling
up your gas tank midday. The humidity
will soak up any gasoline spills and
ruin the air quality.
10.) Buy non-toxic cleaning
products. Use natural fiber
sponges and cleaning agents
that are bio-degradable,
phosphate-free, chlorinefree, and unscented.
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The 2009-2010
Athletic Season
at a Glance

CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

As the 2009-2010 NSU
athletics season heads into the
final month of competition, the
Sharks have enjoyed another
successful year. From the fall
sports to the spring sports, here
is the 2009-2010 season at
a glance.
Women’s volleyball had
another impressive season reaching the NCAA Division II South
Regional’s. Despite losing to
the Eckerd Tritons at the South
Regional’s, the Sharks defeated
the Tritons on the road in the
regular season. The Sharks
clawed their way back with an
18-16 victory in the final set for
a 3-2 victory.
The men’s cross country
program had their best season
in 2009. The Sharks qualified
for their first NCAA Division II
national championship where
they finished 23rd. Senior Matt
Meagher led the Sharks as he
garnered All-SSC and AllRegion honors.
The men’s basketball team
enjoyed a solid season with a
young squad. One of the Sharks’
best performances of the season
came when they defeated local
rivals Barry University 74-72 on
the road. Down by 19 points, the
Sharks rallied and secured the
victory courtesy of a three-pointer
by sophomore Rob Huntington
with three seconds left on
the clock.
Women’s basketball found
it tough this season, but can look
back on a number of good games.
The Sharks beat the Eckerd
Tritons, 54-53, on the road breaking a six-game losing streak.
With the win the Sharks claimed
an all important SSC victory
and also snapped a six gamelosing streak. Junior Abbie Tepe
hit the winning basket with five
seconds remaining.
The men’s golf team began
their season when the Sharks
claimed the Golfweek Spring

Invitational courtesy of a two
stroke victory over the University
of West Florida. Sophomore Ben
Vertz led the Sharks as he finished
in ninth place with a score
of 219.
Women’s golf continues
to go from strength to strength
as they look to claim back-toback national championships.
Among their many successes was
a victory at the Hoya Invitational,
which they won by six strokes.
Junior Sandra Changkija claimed
her fifth victory of the season
with a final round, one under
par, 71.
Despite a tough start, the
men’s baseball team won
seventeen of their last twenty
games and hopes to continue their
fine form heading into the latter
end of the season. The Sharks
highlight of the season was a 9-8
victory over Rollins College.
Women’s softball began
the season in blistering form.
However, recently the Sharks
have struggled to find their
rhythm. One of the Sharks’ best
games of the season came as they
defeated the University of West
Florida 7-6 earlier in the season.
Women’s soccer endured
a tough season, but enjoyed a
landmark victory over Tampa
University. The win was the
Sharks’ first over the Spartans
in program history. The Sharks
claimed a 3-2 victory courtesy
of goals from senior Elizabeth
Brauher and juniors Alexis
Hernandez and Kesiah Wattley.
Men’s soccer had a
disappointing season. The Sharks
enjoyed their best game of the
season as they defeated Lynn
University in the SSC Quarter
Finals. With the game tied at 2-2
after overtime, it was the Sharks
who came out victorious, 7-6 in a
penalty shootout.
NSU athletics made great
strides this year as the Sharks
became one of the most competitive teams in the SSC.
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Women’s Golf
Determined to Repeat
National Championship

Courtesy of Sports Information

The women’s golf team have had a great year so far and they are hoping it continues.

CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

Almost a year after claiming
the first national championship
in NSU athletics history, the
women’s golf team is looking
to do it again. The Sharks have
experienced another phenomenal
year — winning six of the eight
tournaments. Ranked number one
nationally, for virtually the entire
season, the Sharks head into the
final month of competition full
of confidence.
Junior Sandra Changkija
has led the Sharks throughout
the season. Ranked number one
nationally, Changkija has won
five individual tournaments this
year. To compliment her success
on the course, she has also been
named Sunshine State Conference
Player of the Week four times.
Changkija believes the Sharks
need to remain focused and
concentrate on their own game
in order to win the national
championship again.
“We need to do what we
have always done, work on our
weaknesses,” said Changkija.
“We have a very good chance
of repeating.   It would prove
that winning last year wasn’t
a fluke.”
Junior Nicole Whitmore
identifies that hard work off

the course is the key to this
season’s success.
“We need to carry on
working hard in the weight
room,” said Whitmore. “We must
stay focused out on the practice
range so that we are fully prepared
for nationals.”
Whitmore is confident that
if the team concentrates off
the course, they have a great
chance of clinching back-to-back
national championships. She also
believes the depth of talent within
the Sharks squad is a key asset.
“Our chances of repeating
are very high,” said Whitmore.
“The team is stronger than
ever with all six players able to
compete for the individual title as
well as the team championship.
The team bond is better than ever
and I think we all want to win
this for ourselves, coaches and
each other.”
For senior Maria Garcia
Austt this is her last chance
to compete in a national
championship. She is eager and
determined to get her hands
on the championship trophy a
second time.
“Claiming the National
Championship for the second
year in a row would mean a lot to
me,” said Garcia Austt. “Having
the opportunity to play in all the
National Championships has

been amazing.”
Garcia said that she
felt elated last year when she
finally got her hands on the
National title.
“I would definitely love
to enjoy that joy with my
teammates one more time,” said
Garcia Austt.
Both Garcia Austt and
Whitmore identified Rollins
College as the Sharks’ main rival.
Having gone head to head on a
number of occasions this year,
NSU holds a 4-2 advantage over
the Tars.
“We have always been head
to head,” said Garcia Austt. “I
believe this year they have beaten
us twice and we have beaten
them four times. They have a
good team, but I believe our team
is better. I am very confident we
are going to bring the trophy back
and so are all the girls.”
Before focusing on the
National Championship, the
women’s golf team will host this
years Sunshine State Conference
Championship. The Sharks are
looking to maintain their blistering form as they tackle the best of
the SSC. The Sharks attention will
then turn to the South Regional’s
before heading to Nationals.
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Time Out:

ON THE BENCH

Senior Athletes Discuss Their
Plans After Graduation
CRAIG HENNIGHAN

Romain Onteniente,
Natalie Chaiser and
Karolina Porizkova
are all looking to the
future after finishing
their athletic careers
at NSU.

SPORTS EDITOR

COMMENTARY

CRAIG HEENIGHAN

Why NSU
doesn’t need
football

Romain Onteniente, Men’s Soccer

All photos courtesy of Sports Information

As graduation approaches,
the careers of a number of NSU
athletes are coming to an end.
With over thirty athletes calling
time on their NSU careers, many
seniors are forced to look to
the future. After enjoying their
college years as a Shark, the
athletes of the 2010 graduating
class are ready for the next
challenge. Historically, NSU
has had a number of Sharks
graduate to professional sports.
The most notable selection came
as four NSU baseball players,
Miles Mikolas, Riaan SpanjerFurstenburg, J.D Martinez and
Michael Fiers were selected in
the MLB draft in 2009.
An integral part of the
men’s soccer program throughout
his four years as a Shark, one of
this year’s graduates, Romain
Onteniente, also had the opportunity to further his sporting
career. Onteniente enjoyed an
incredible career at NSU. After
playing his last game in the fall,
Onteniente quickly turned his
attention to playing in pros.
“I had a few months to try
and play soccer at the next level,”
said Onteniente. “The Tampa
Bay Rowdies offered me a spot
on their squad.”
After evaluating the offer
from the Rowdies, Onteniente
decided against pursuing a career
as a professional soccer player
and has decided to concentrate
on academics.
“My priorities did not match
the life of a soccer player,” said
Onteniente. “I decided to focus
on school and I plan on attending
the school of podiatric medicine
at Barry University.”
Natalie Chaiser, another
member of the 2010 graduation
class, is also turning her attention
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Karolina Porizkova, Women’s Tennis

Natalie Chaiser, Women’s Rowing

to graduate school.
“I am planning on attending
graduate school in the Physician
Assistant Program” said Chaiser.
“There are opportunities for
rowers to take the next step with
rowing nationally, but I will not
be taking the next step.”
Chaiser is thankful for the
experiences she has had at NSU.
After a solid four years as a
member of the rowing team, she
believes it is time to pursue other
goals in life.
“I’ve decided rowing was
great and an awesome opportunity
in college,” said Chaiser. “But,
I need to move on with the rest
of my life goals, which, at this
point, do not include rowing
professionally.”
Karolina Porizkova, a two

year member of the women’s
tennis team echoes Chaiser’s
desire to pursue a career away
from professional sports.   A
transfer
student,
Porizkova
enjoyed two successful years
as a women’s tennis player.
After graduating, she also plans
on graduate school instead of
professional tennis.
“After I graduate, I want
to go to grad school here at
Nova,” said Porizkova. “There
is no opportunity for me to turn
professional after I am done with
college tennis.”
Whether it is graduate
school or professional sports
many of the 2010 graduating
class are ready for the next step.

NSU athletics has
grown exponentially in
recent years. With the
addition of a swimming and
diving program and a new
athletics building opening
in August, NSU athletics
is heading in the right
direction. NSU athletics has
begun to establish itself at
the national level becoming national champions in
women’s golf and women’s
rowing. NSU athletics boasts
some of the best facilities in
Division II athletics. NSU
athletics doesn’t need a football team.
The debate surrounding whether or not NSU
needs a football team has
intensified lately. It has
become an incessant topic
of conversation among students that has seemingly
gathered momentum since
homecoming week. Typically, football is the focal
point of homecoming week
and is a highlight in a
school’s calendar. A week
of homecoming celebration
culminates in a football
match that celebrates a
school’s identity.
NSU’s lack of football
was highlighted once again as
basketball took center stage
as the school’s homecoming
sporting event. The debate of
whether or not NSU would
be adopting a football team
was met with a definitive
response — No, not for the
foreseeable future.
The lure of football is
obvious. The large crowds,
the tailgating and the body
paint; college football is an
American institution. Its
role in collegiate tradition
does not mean football is
essential to the development
of NSU athletics. The
spectacle fans witness on a
Saturday afternoon or under
the Friday night lights is
merely the tip of the iceberg.
Football influences much
more than simply what fans
observe on game day.
In comparison to
most other schools in the
Sunshine State Conference,
NSU is still in its infant

stages as a member of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association.
In less than a decade,
NSU has grown remarkably
as an NCAA member. As
NSU continues to expand and
develop with every season;
the possible introduction of
a football team would halt
that progression. At this
stage in the school’s athletic
development, a football
team would be a financial
hindrance as opposed to a
lucrative cash cow. The cost
of establishing a college
football team is phenomenal.
The cost of establishing a
competitive college football
team is astronomical.
NSU athletics is under
construction. A program
not steeped in historical
tradition, but in the process
of forging one. It is not a
collegiate powerhouse —
but aims to be. NSU needs to
become a big fish in a small
pond before it is able to
tackle the treacherous waters
of college football. Like a
celebrity with a big ego,
college football comes with
an entourage — complete
with baggage — that could
ultimately be detrimental
to NSU athletics. Sure, the
notion of an NSU football
team is sexy. The glitz and
the glamour of college
football is appealing. But,
the fact is NSU isn’t ready.
The Sharks are just starting
to become established at the
national level. If NSU were
to adopt football they would
have to change conferences, probably change divisions and would, ultimately,
struggle to compete at the
regional level.
Instead of wondering
what NSU could have, focus
on what NSU has. Instead of
craving a historical tradition,
be a part of making one.
Embrace NSU athletics and
be a part of a large crowd.
Create your own tailgating
experience. Paint your body
in NSU blue and white.
Support your Sharks even
without football.
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MGMT is Musically Out of this World
JUAN GALLO

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

MGMT — the last time
New York gave us such a talented
duo it was the eighties and
they were wearing Kangol hats
and shell-toe Adidas sneakers.
Though MGMT is far removed
from that era, their music has
similar underground beginnings
and is just as original. Their
second studio album is titled
“Congratulations”.
If you’ve never heard of the
Brooklyn-based MGMT, here are
a few facts to whet your appetite:
Rolling Stone Magazine named
their debut album “Oracular
Spectacular” one of the best
albums of the decade, NME, the
popular UK magazine, named
them Best Album of 2008, and
this year the Grammy’s nominated
them for Best New Artist.
There just are not that
many bands out there who are
this unique and have the talent
to match it. “Congratulations”
reveals yet another facet of this
diverse band’s arsenal. They truly
sound like something wonderfully
out of this world.
The vocals are layered and

STEFANI RUBINO
MANAGING/OPINIONS EDITOR

When it comes to hip-hop,
it’s hard to get away from AutoTune, electronically created beats
and singles composed entirely
of samples these days. On top
of that, it’s nearly impossible to
find a mainstream hip-hop act
who knows how to rap about
something other than sex, alcohol
and violence.   So, this might
sound crazy, but there was a time
when using real instruments was
an industry standard for hip-hop
artists and commenting on social
issues — such as poverty and
drug abuse — wasn’t reserved for
folk artists and newscasters.
Though their music wasn’t

Courtesy of www.100besteverything.com

MGMT prove different is good.

echoed so it often sounds like
a choir of people singing each
chorus. They also experiment
with sound affects while still
allowing the acoustic guitar to
be heard and provide the main
rhythm for certain tracks. Their
lyrics are abstract enough to give
them a distant, psychedelic, druginduced feel.

Although “Congratulations”
is not as naturally catchy as
“Oracular Spectacular”, which
had you singing many songs at
the top of your lungs — musically
it is very high-quality and grows
on you quickly. If you’re still
not a believer just download any
of these songs — “Kids,” “The
Youth,” “Time To Pretend,”

free of samples, A Tribe Called
Quest was one of the few hip-hop
groups in the early 1990s to avoid
this shift in both lyrical content
and the focus on computergenerated sounds. Instead, A
Tribe Called Quest opted for a
more minimalist sound, centering
on the most important parts of a
hip-hop song — vocals, bass and
drums. Since their formation in
1985, A Tribe Called Quest has
become one of the most critically
acclaimed hip-hop groups.
On their second and best
album to date, “The Low End
Theory,” A Tribe Called Quest
intended to create a fusion between jazz and hip-hop with
the use of classic jazz samples,
upright bass and instrumental

improvisation throughout the
album. Over these brilliant compositions, A Tribe Called Quest
managed to lay down some of
the most intelligent and socially
conscious lyrics ever written. This
may sound like a difficult feat,
but tracks like “Verses From The
Abstract,” “The Infamous Date
Rape,” “Check The Rhime” and
“Scenario” prove A Tribe Called
Quest handled the challenge
better than anyone expected.
A Tribe Called Quest released three more albums before
they split in 1998, but “The
Low End Theory” is still their
best work and a true hip-hop
masterpiece.
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“Weekend Wars,” or ”Electric
Feel,” and you’ll be ready to
convert to MGMTism.   
Whatever “Congratulations”
loses in pop appeal it certainly
makes up for in musical potency.
So maybe their songs won’t
appear in as many movies as their
debut album, but who knows? It
might gain equal popularity as

the band is already scheduled to
perform on SNL later this month.  
One thing is for sure,
“Congratulations” is quite different from what MGMT
offered in the past. But if we
have learned anything from our
past, it’s that different is often a
good thing.
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A Tribe Called Quest are hip-hop legends who knew how to rap about more than sex,
alcohol and violence.
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Blind Dates are Less Awkward
and Boring than “Date Night”
SAMANTHA HARFENIST
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Courtesy of www.hulu.com

JUAN GALLO
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Bob Dylan said, “The times
they are a-changing.” Maybe
in today’s world Mr. Dylan
would say that entertainment
is a-changing — because it is.
With Hulu, it doesn’t matter
where you are — whether it’s
the comfort of your bed or the
neighborhood coffee joint — if
you can access the internet on
your laptop then you can access
great entertainment for free.
Hulu allows you to watch
your favorite shows, movies,
sports, movie trailers, and anime,
when you want to. Hulu’s large
selection of channels can glue
you to your computer screen for
hours. These channels can help
you narrow-down your search
and help you find exactly what
you’re looking for — classics,
comedy, arts and culture,
automobile, etc. You choose. You
are master of your domain. When
you select one of these you are

immediately directed to an area
that includes shows related to your
selected theme.
If you create a free profile,
you can subscribe to your
favorite shows and your queue
will be updated automatically
with new episodes and clips.
This way you’ll never be left in
the dark when your co-workers
are discussing Lost by the
water cooler.
Maybe you have no preference about what you want
to watch and just want to wind
down and be entertained. From
Hulu’s main page you can check
out popular episodes, popular
clips, featured content, or Hulu’s
pick, all at the click of a mouse.
If you click on the Hulu
Labs tab on the front page you
can try out experimental projects
from Hulu, such as time-based
browsing, Hulu desktop, and
captions search, which allows
you to search and share your
favorite scene by the captions.

Date Night stars powerhouse comedic talents Tina Fey
and Steve Carell as a dull couple
who are unwitting plunged into
the criminal underbelly of New
York City. In an attempt to spice
up their mundane lives, they
highjack a dinner reservation at
a high-society restaurant and,
suddenly, find themselves on the
run from various adversaries.
Although Fey and Carell’s
characters enjoy a night of action
and intrigue, the audience is left
in the same boring reality that
the couple started in when the
movie began.
What proves to be the
most disappointing about Date
Night is the fact that, although it
hosts a stellar cast, the majority
of its attempts at humor fall
flat. The jokes are awkward and
monotone. Corrupt cops, dirty
politicians, and Mafia gangsters
all make appearances in a rather
unimaginative plot line. The
only new addition to this movie
is the eccentric naive, suburban
couple who take time out of a car
chase to talk about how mundane
their   ordinary lives are. Even
the irony of this scene wasn?t
played up, but rather the actors
put on glum expressions and
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Steve Carell and Tina Fey play a married couple in “Date Night.”

sappy music accompanied the
trite admissions.
To be fair, the few scenes
that do manage to pull off the
intended jokes are hilarious.
But most of these can be found
online in trailers or clips. So,
save yourself the eight dollars
and watch the clips online. The
highlight of the movie is Mark
Wahlberg’s cameo as a hunky
security specialist. A running
joke about his lack of a shirt
earns quite a few laughs, mostly
at Carell’s expense. Date Night
doesn’t live up to the hype that
it garnered thanks to its highprofile stars. Both Tina Fey and
Steve Carell have amassed a

well-earned following because
their movies have proven
entertaining and funny. However,
Date Night proves that even the
most talented comedic actors
can put out movies that can cure
insomnia. Date Night leaves most
of its audience in a silent trance
wondering what   they have to
do after the film has ended. Its a
huge disappointment to see Fey
and Carell fail so largely at what
could have been a good movie.
With expectations for the movie
being so high, there is bound
to be some whiplash from this
trainwreck. Taken together, this
film is less of a “date night” and
more of a “Blockbuster night.”

A Piece of the Florida Keys
on the Beach
of Lauderdale-by-the-Sea
LAUREN AURIGEMMA
CHIEF OF VISUAL DESIGN/
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BRIDGET FARRELL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Astari Nite, named after
the Van Gogh painting, is an
eclectic band that mixes indie,
new wave and metal to create a
unique sound.
The band draws influences
from Oasis, New Young Pony
Club, Fiona Apple and even
Taylor Swift.
“I like country music,” said
Mychael Ghost, vocalist. “It’s
not all about killing your dog, the
lyrics really mean something, and
that’s what gets me.”
Rebekah Furey, bassist,
said she is influenced by the other
musicians in the band that teach
and encourage her everyday.
Ghost said, “Experiences
that I’ve been through and things
I’ve witnessed inspire my music.
I never got really into politics,
so my songs aren’t about that.
But if there is something I know,
it’s breaking hearts and falling
in love, so that’s what all of our
songs are pretty much about.”
Furey and Ghost, along
with guitarist Albert Greyand
drummer Illia Tulloch, worked

Courtesy of Astari Nite

collaboratively to create music
and lyrics for their first self-titled
EP — which came out in Jan.
Astari Nite is not a short
term project. The band has been
together nearly three years.
Furey recently acquired a tattoo
on her forearm to prove it
— a music note and the band’s
name intertwined.
“I’m in this for the long
haul,” said Furey.
Grey said that the local
scene can be tough. Staying with
a band for so long is not always
an easy task. “If you are doing it,
it’s because you really want to be
doing it,” he said.
Showing that hard work
in the local really does pay off,
Astari Night signed a contract

two weeks ago with Xbox 360.
The contract states that Astari
Nite’s “True Romance” will
be included in the next Rock
Band game.
“I was just in total disbelief,” said Furey. “I didn’t want
to get excited [in the beginning]
because I’m a realist, but it’s
happening now and I can’t
believe it.”
Grey explained that the
next Rock Band will feature
newer, less mainstream artists
like themselves.
Astari Nite has several local
shows coming up and a plan to
put an East Coast tour into action.
On May 1, Astari Nite will be
performing at the Bubble in Fort
Lauderdale and on May 8, at
DADA in Delray Beach.
Remember to tune in
Thursday nights from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m. on WNSU 88.5 f.m. for
the Local Show with DJ Frizz,
spinning all the latest underground
hits from the local Florida scene.
WNSU also broadcasts live
online at www.nova.edu/radiox.
For more information about
Astari Nite, www.myspace.com/
AstariNiteMIA.

Can’t take a trip to the
Florida Keys? Then take a trip to
Aruba’s Beach Café.
Aruba’s Beach Café, with
spirited music bouncing out the
doors and spilling onto the street,
sits on the sand of Lauderdaleby-the-Sea.
The music and the energetic
atmosphere are the first thing
you’ll notice about Aruba’s.
But, they won’t be the last. The
restaurant and bar looks like the
Florida Keys exploded all over
the place. When you step into this
restaurant, with flamingo-colored
lights, tropical memorabilia
crowding the walls and palmleaf ceiling fans spinning above,
you feel like you’ve stepped into
another world.  
Aruba’s is famous for their
seafood. Voted Best Caribbean
Restaurant by South Florida
Magazine and awarded Best
Value on the Beach by Zagat,
the menu features a lobster salad
sandwich ($12.99), a portabello
burger ($12.99) and a fresh
mahi mahi sandwich ($14.99).
I ordered the Lobster Salad
Sandwich with a side of seasoned

fries. The sandwich was so big
that even Hulk Hogan would
be intimidated.
The menu also includes
a variety of appetizers (conch
fritter $7.99, macho nachos
$8.99, add chicken or lobster for
an extra cost), salads (seafood
Louie $12.99) and entrees
(sesame crusted salmon $19.99,
seafood di mare $25.99). Perhaps
the most popular menu item is
their freshly baked Bimini bread
— bread with a sweet, cinnamon
sugar glaze served with whipped
honey butter. Be sure to order
this famous bread before they run
out. I snatched the last loaf on
Friday night.
Beware that Aruba’s is not
a place for intimate conversation.
It’s a place for live music and
dancing. Also, the menu is limited
for vegetarians. Aside from salads,
there is only one vegetarian entrée
(pasta primavera $13.99).
Aruba’s is open MondaySaturday from 11 a.m. to 11
p.m. and Sunday from 9 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. for breakfast and
11:45 a.m. to 11 p.m. for lunch
and dinner. They are located at
1 Commercial Blvd. To contact
the restaurant, call (954) 7760001 or visit their Web site at
www.arubabeachcafe.com.
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Since When are
Animals the Enemy?

www.nsucurrent.com

We Want To Hear From You
Want to say something about what you have read? Have an opinion about
something we covered? Do you have an idea that you think would be great
in The Current?
Write a Letter to the Editor at nsunews@nova.edu. You could be published
in our next issue.

JUAN GALLO
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDIOR

When Godzilla destroyed
Tokyo that was harsh. When
the “Cloverfield” monster took
a bite out of the Big Apple that
was unnecessary. When Jaws
chomped that woman’s leg, now,
that was just mean. But when a
killer whale attacks a trainer or
a chimpanzee attacks its owner, I
find it hard to blame the animal.
Recently there have been
incidents of trained animals
attacking humans. You have cases
like Montecore, the white tiger
who attacked Roy, of Siegfried and
Roy, because something caught
his attention in the audience.
There’s also Star, a bear in a
Russian circus who was forced to
ice skate and attacked the circus
director during rehearsal. And
most recently, Tillikum, a killer
whale who killed his trainer when
he dragged her underwater for
40 minutes.
This does not surprise me.
What does surprise me is that
people debate afterwards about
what to do with the animal. Here’s
an idea. Take him out of captivity
and allow him to go back to his
natural habitat where he never
bothered anyone.
Let’s be honest here, folks.
I don’t remember the last time a
killer whale crawled out of the
ocean, jumped into the above
ground pool in your backyard,

Courtesy of the Associated Press

Dawn Brancheau with killer whale, Tillikum, at Sea World.

and lurked in the shadows waiting
to pounce on you when you were
most vulnerable.
Nor do I remember the
last time a chimpanzee climbed
down from his tree, walked to
your house, and asked you if you
could throw a diaper on him and
treat him like your child. This just
does not happen. If it did happen,
then I could see us blaming those
scheming, conniving chimps
for taking advantage of our
hospitality.
What does happen is that
we mighty, smart, superior
human beings go stomping into
the jungle, or the ocean, and
pluck these animals out of their
homes so that Joe Somebody can
spend hundreds of dollars at the
zoo and the seaquarium with his

family entertaining his children
and eating hot dogs. The saddest
part is that when these terrible
attacks happen, we humans vilify
these animals and question if they
should be euthanized for being
too dangerous?
We humans have it wrong.
Sharing the planet with these
amazing creatures does not mean
enslaving them and forcing
them to perform tricks for our
entertainment like jesters in our
courts. It means appreciating
and respecting them enough to
admire them at a distance, in their
natural habitat, and protecting
those habitats so that our children
may get to enjoy these animals
as well.
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Finally, People Are
Fighting for Their Rights
STEFANI RUBINO
MANAGING/OPINIONS EDITOR

The threat of Senate Bill 6
had to happen. In fact, I’d argue
that trying to get SB 6 signed into
law was one of the gutsiest and
most courageous moves the Fla.
State Legislature has ever made
— even if I completely disagree
with it.
Reports from the Fla.
Department of Education show
that graduation rates in Fla. high
schools are at their highest since
the late 1990s. However, those
numbers are deceiving. The
graduation rate may be steady,
but a study done by the National
Urban League in 2009 states
that one in four Fla. high school
students winds up dropping out.
On top of that, the statistics don’t
include the number graduates who
complete high school completely
unprepared for college or the
workplace.
Even though teachers are not
the only ones to blame for these
horrifying statistics, it’s obvious
that the Fla. school system needs
some kind of overhaul — exactly
why the possibility of SB 6
becoming a law is so important.
Over the last few weeks,
I’ve seen more outrage, more
response and more action from
teachers and students — urging
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SERENA MANN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Teachers hold up signs to stand up for their future.

Governor Charlie Crist to “kill
the bill” — than I’ve ever
seen before. Students scheduled
walkouts. Teachers travelled
to Tallahassee and threatened
to leave Fla. if the bill actually
passed. And standardized test
scores were being scrutinized
once again. When was the last
time this many people in Fla.
came together to fight against a
common injustice?
The answer is never, or,
at least, not in my lifetime.
Besides just sending students and
educators into a panic, SB 6 was
successful in creating a dialogue
amongst the people who oppose
it and the people fighting for it to

pass. This is exactly what the state
of Fla. need, especially when it
comes to the failing education
system that students and teachers
have had to put up with for
years now.
More than anything, this
bill has brought people together
for a single cause — showing that
even though it may be difficult
and rare, people are still willing
to fight for their beliefs. Now, the
door is open for Fla.’s students
and teachers to begin talking
about how to actually change the
system and improve the quality
of education in this state.

When I took the job as
Editor-in-Chief at The Current, I
outlined ways that the newspaper
could improve its content, distribution, and layout. But when I
tried to put my list into action, I
found out that this wasn’t going
to be easy. I tried to make a lot
of strides towards delivering a
better newspaper — some were
more like baby steps. I made a
few mistakes as well, but I hope
I can avoid those mistakes in the
future. I need to make room for
new ones.
When starting any new
job, I learned that you have to
be tactful and strategic when
you want to implement change.
Change takes time. It takes a lot
of extra hours in the newsroom,
a lot of late nights and countless
hours on the weekend. It
takes determination, planning,
dedication and patience.
I will admit that pushing
out a weekly newspaper was a
challenge I had not faced before.
I worked as a freelancer for
various online publications and a
few magazines, but a newspaper
was a new beast. The deadlines

were constant and the story
ideas were either overwhelming
or sparse. I had to choose many
times to either keep up and push
on or have a meltdown. Luckily
for my staff, I chose the former
more often than the latter.
My experience this year
at The Current gave me more
than news — it gave me the
confidence to know that I can
handle anyone, anything, and any
job. Thank you for allowing me to
help deliver your news this year
and remember that The Current
wants to hear from you. Have
a story idea, opinion or letter to
the editor? Email it to nsunews@
nova.edu.

On the Scene
SERENA MANN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Gallup Survey showed that many students feel engaged on campus.
How are you engaged and what do you think of the experience so far?
“I am involved with a lot of organizations such as the
Accounting Club on campus. I think that being involved
is important. I network and make friends at a lot of events
on campus. As an undergraduate student, I think this is
a part of what I need to get out of my education. You
meet new people and make contacts whether they turn
into friends or acquaintances. It’s a win win situation.”

“For the past three years, I’ve been the vice president of
Psi Chi, the National Honor Society in Psychology. I really
enjoyed the experience because I could get involved with
the Autism Walk, the Wall of Hate, and CommunityFest
on campus. I enjoyed learning from students from all
sorts of different political and religious backgrounds. It’s
really a lot of fun.”

Jenny Shrestha, senior business administration major

Randy Denis, senior psychology major

“I have been at NSU since 2002. I took a few years off
before I pursued my master’s in business. I am a member
of the Strategic Forum Student Group, the Economics
and Finance Association and a few other organizations.
Being involved in all these clubs is a challenge, but
well worth it, especially if you can create something
new. I am trying to start a hockey team on campus now
because I’m from Canada and I think NSU should have a
hockey team.”
Sachia Persaud, master’s of business

“My time at NSU has been great because it gave me
the opportunity to travel to a different country. I went to
Mexico for research on environmental awareness and
presented that research at the Bi-Annual Marine Mammals
Conference in Canada.”
Sylvia Duluc-Silva, senior sociology major
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